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The perfect, fast and easy way to make meals in minutes! Have you taken advantage of dump

dinners yet? If not, youâ€™re missing out and wasting time! If you are like most people, then you

constantly find yourself pushed for time, and this is almost always reflected on the dinner table!

Fortunately, the solution to this problem can be resolved by trying out dump dinners â€“ just dump

your ingredients and go! If you are looking for fast and simple dinner recipes while ensuring that

your family still gets delicious and nutritious meals, then this dump dinner recipe book is perfect for

you! Inside You Will Learn:  Just what a dump dinner is Why dump dinners are such a popular

solution at mealtime How you can still have variety with dump dinners Why dump dinners are a

great solution for busy professionals Various dump dinner cooking methods How to make dump

dinners with varied protein sources And Much More  Once you try out your first dump dinner recipe,

you will be hooked! Not only are these meals delicious, but they are perfect for any schedule and

can be made on any budget! Donâ€™t wait another minute. Learn how you can revolutionize

mealtime and free up a little more time in each day! Donâ€™t Delay. Download This Book Now.
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Dump Dinner Cookbook: 40 Recipes to Cook with Your Skillet, Casserole Dish, Slow Cooker, and

Dutch Oven (Freeze, Heat, and Eat MealsExplains what a dump dinner is. One chapter devotes

itself to skillet dinners.Recipe comes with a chart of servings, prep/cook times, and nutritional

information, ingredients and instructions on how to make the dish.Other categories include dutch

oven, casserole cooking along with other methods.Free gift at the end.

From the title of this book, I was expecting recipes I have seen on TV for the Dump Dinner books. In

the introduction, the author leads us to believe she does not like to spend a lot of time cooking, yet

several of her recipes require 55 minutes between prep and cooking! The recipes here are definitely

not just dump your ingredients into a casserole pan and put in the oven!While there are those of us

who don't particularly like cooking, we all should remember cooking for ourselves and others is not

time wasted: food nourishes our body, and we share love and caring when we provide food for

others.If you want true dump recipes, look for the one mentioned on TV, not this one!Disclaimer: I

received this book for free, for my honest and unbiased opinion.

Disclosure: I received this product for free in exchange for my honest and unbiased review.This

uses lots of processed foods/flavor mixes. The recipes are high in sodium and carbohydrates. There

are lots healthier ways to "Dump" cook.

I have seen the term dump cooking quite a bit lately and didn't know what it is. Basically it is what

people used to call one pot dinners. Most of these recipes use just one skillet, or one casserole

dish. Some of them require you to mix ingredients in a bowl before adding to the pot or pan, so you

will only dirty two dishes and maybe a few measuring cups or spoons. The recipes are simple to

make, use ingredients found in any grocery store, and don't take long. From start to finish your meal

will be ready to eat in less than an hour. The author gives you the prep time, cook time, and

nutritional value for each recipe. This book is great for anyone, but would be really good for an

inexperienced cook who wants to learn to make delicious meals or someone with limited cooking

space. "Disclosure: I received this product for free in exchange for my honest and unbiased review"

Dump Dinner Cookbook: 40 Recipes to Cook with Your Skillet, Casserole Dish, Slow Cooker, and

Dutch Oven (Freeze, Heat, and Eat Meals)Who does not want to spend less time preparing meals?

Sadie Tucker's Dump Dinner Cookbook gives you wonderful recipes that take very little preparation

time and everything is cooked together. Dump cooking is an easy way to prepare your meals



without having to use a variety of cooking pots. Sadie Tucker also provides a great assortment of

wonderful recipes for all meals."Disclosure: I received this product for free in exchange for my

honest and unbiased review"

Do you want to cook delicious and nutritious meals for your family? Are you a huge fan of comfort

food? Do you prefer easy to follow recipes? This book has it all. The recipes are not complicated

and provide step by step instructions. Most ingredients are easily found in your kitchen. I loved that

the pages are visually pleasant to look at. The best part of the recipes in this book is that you will

feel comforted in knowing that the meals are very nutritious and are inexpensive to make. To

describe this book in one sentence, " Easy, Pleasy, home cooked meals that will make your whole

family happy.""Disclosure: I received this product for free in exchange for my honest and unbiased

review"

I received this book for free in exchange for my honest and unbiased opinion. Therefore, I cannot

comment on paper quality. As for the book itself, it has a lot of interesting ideas, and of course as

with any cookbook, some recipes that made me personally cringe because I am a bit picky. Even

being picky, there are several recipes in this book that I look forward to trying out! I would

recommend this book, especially for people in the go. Also those who have some cooking

ambition...but not enough to spend forever giving a new idea a try!

Good recipes although not the most healthy dishes. Most are what we use to call 1 dish dinners. I

am one of those who enjoy cooking and to a degree experimenting with spices and sauces. Thus

not really interested in the books fast and easy recipes. I leave this type of cooking to those poor

souls who are still too exhausted to enjoy cooking after a day slaving at a hot desk.I received a PDF

version of this book at no charge in exchange for my honest review.
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